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Assembler definition pdf

it will help you assemble a computeryou needed to accuire-cpu-case-optic drive-ram-power supply-sata cables-motherboard fans-hard drive-screws and stuffyou will need:- a scredriver (for flat head and philips screws)-wire cutters-tang-knife-flash light-wrench-screw holder-heat sink-grounding strapopen the case by removing the screws on the side platewear a grounding strap on your wrist and attaching
the other side to the computer case the reason you would wear this tape is because it prevents damage to the computer by static electricityfirst finds the io bezel plate and installs it on the casethen installs the standoffs in the casethen puts the motherboard in line with the io bezel and screws it inpush it into the slot it fits in on the case and screws it in when it's far enough in-removes the part of the case
they're driving slot and slides the ride in to make sure it's properly placed-screw it inyou needs the right way to find the sve first orientate , some manufacturers do it differently so consult your manual.orientate it in the direction that it can be repetited on the leopard the stick on the soak up and push the cpu downpush the stick back downput the ram card on top of the sok, if the tab is in the wrong place turn
the card over and it should fine-push the ram in the soak and it should lock in farms motherboard and in line with the screwholes screw the heat sink into placeput the fan on the sweep and lock it in place connecting the cable to the faninstall the case fan on the mounting holes on the case installs the power supply in case and tightens the screws connect the cables to the sows they go toput the side of the
case back on and turn the computer up! 7 Rila Lakes and Rila National Park From Sofia Through Carnational Museum of History Entrance Ticket in SofiaSofia Half Day Tour with Boyana Church and National History Museum In this tutorial, you'll learn how to add the Move Circuit meeting to a design. When you have the Move Circuit assembly with real electronic components such as a vibration car and
switch, you create a design that jitters and moves! Circuit Assemblies can be found in their own category in the Forms Panel.Instructions Click on the Forms pane dropdown and select Circuit Assemblies from the list. Note how for each circuit assembly, there is a corresponding Cutout. Proceed to the next step to explore the Move Circuit assembly and Cutout.The Move circuit assembly on the right consists
of some different parts: a 3D printed container (in red), a vibration motor, a chipswitch, and a battery. The slide link is used to power the car on and off, which will make your design move around when placed on a smooth, flat surface. The Move Cutout is a special hole designed to create a cavity for the Move circuit assembly within a design. Instructions Drag in from the Move Circuit assembly Editor. Drag
the Move cutout into the editor. Proceed to the next This step, we will align with the Move Circuit Assembly and Cutout before it is designed at the Bumblebee. InstructionsSelect both the Move Cutout and the Move Circuit assembly and click the Align button. Center both on the work planet by clicking on the two middle dots next to the work plane. Proceed to the next step. Let's make the Bumblebee
transparent to make it easier to see how the cut-out and circuit assembly fit inside. InstructionsSelect the Bumblebee, click on the Solid color in the inspector, and check the transparent box. Proceed to the next step. Now you're ready to add the Move Circuit assembly to the Bumblebee. We need to ensure that there is room to access the switch on the back of the circuitous assembly, so you can easily turn
the vibration car on and off. InstructionsClick at the top of the View Cube to make it easier to position the objects in your design. Select the Bumblebee, the Move cutout, and the Move Circuit assembly, click the line button, and align them so that they are centered across the width of the bumblebee. Next, in line with all three shapes along the back edge of the Bumblebee. Check out the animation above for
help. Select the Bumblebee and the cutout (do not select the Move Circuit Assembly) and group it to apply the cutout to the Bumblebee. Note that once you group your cutout with a design, the new group cannot be scaled. That's to make sure your design will still fit around the Circuit Assembly! Turning the camera to watch the cutout has created a cavity in the Bumblebee that we can fit at the Move Circuit
Assembly in. Proceed to the next step. When performing your circuit assembly, you will want to export it separately from your design. In this step, we will conduct the Bumblebee and move circuit assembly individually. Instructions: Select the Move circuit assembly and click the Export button. Make sure that The selected form is selected and selects. STL to run the circuit assembly for 3D printing. Exporting
the circuit assembly will only execute the 3D printable components in the assembly. The electronic components will not be included. Select the Bumblebee and click the Export button. Make sure that The selected form is selected and selects. STL to run the Bumblebee for 3D printing. Proceed to the next step. After 3D printing your parts, you will need three electronic components to build your Move Circuit
Assembly: Vibration carSlideswitchCoin cell batteryFind all Shift electronic components on SparkfunYou will leave Tinkercad and be taken to an external site when you click on the link above. Note: Coin cell batteries can cause serious injury if swallowed. Keep coin cell batteries out of reach of small children! You will also have the following parts and Needed: The 3D printed Move Circuit Assembly
containerNeedle-nose tang Instructions: Collect all your electronic components, your 3D printed Shift container, and needle-nose pliers. Proceed to the next step. Peel the adhesive backing of the vibration motor and stick the car to the of the 3D printed container. Guide the blue thread into the channel on the left side of the container so that the exposed part of the thread is in the center of the base. In the
next step, we will add the battery, which should make contact with the exposed end of the blue wire. Proceed to the next step. Add your coin cell battery to the container with the positive side (+) of the battery facing. The negative side of the battery should touch the blue wire. Make sure that the red wire of the vibration motor is not under the battery. Add your chipswitch through the front of the container so
that the three pins face the back of the assembly and the lower pin touches the positive side of the battery. Press the battery off when the switch is inserted to ensure the battery is under the switch pins. Proceed to the next step. The last step is to connect the vibration car to the switch, so it's easy to switch on and off. Thread the positive (red) wire of the vibration motor in the hole of the middle pen of the
chipswitch, ensuring that the wire does not touch the lower pin of the switch. Use needle nose pling to help secure the wire to the pen and ensure that the thread does not touch any other pin of the chipswitch. TIP: You might want to slide the switch to the top position to avoid turning on your car when you wire the switch. Turn on the Move Circuit assembly by pulling the switch to the bottom position. At this
point, your meeting must move! TIP: If your car doesn't turn on, try tying the blue wire from your car to the bottom of the battery to ensure a good connection. In the next step, we'll add your 3D-printed bumblebee to your Move Circuit Assembly. Proceed to the next step. Call your Move circuit assembly so that it will be easier to add to the Bumblebee.Place the Bumblebee and Move circuit assembly on a flat
surface and slide the circuitous assembly into the back of the Bumblebee.Continue to the next step. Now you can have your Bumblebee moving by turn your switch on and off. Congratulations, you built the Move Circuit Assembly! Now that you've learned how Move works, try designing your own model from scratch to fit around the circuit assembly. You've probably seen flip books before. You may have
even made a little hand-thorgic inch flip book of your own. A few years ago, Mark Rosen and Wendy Marvel created FlipBooKit, these cool kits that congregated in a loop mechanical flipbook box. They come with a default set of animated cards with Eadweard Muybridge's galloping horse (I don't envy that guy learning to spell his name as a kid), but you can also make your own animation, which I'll show in
an upcoming tutorial. There are instructions in the box, but this instructive and video is here so you can create a available on additional tips and tricks. And in the video, you can find advice for adults helping kids assemble a FlipBooKit, as it's a very different animal than an adult who puts it on Own. A FlipBooKit set, which includes: Box Set of Cards Bag Spindle parts Bag rivets and piece of double sided
tapeOptional (but Super Useful) Tools: Light-colored tag - like a silver Sharpie, or white out, or a paint pen, or any other implement that can make a visible mark on black plastic Pencil or chopstick Quarter, Key, or Spoon Key or Popsicle stick Pliers , you can see the two parts of the rivets : one side has a smooth-sided, open shank, the other side has a smaller, bumpy-sided shank. With the logo at the
bottom, the narrow flaps fold flat over. Insert the smooth-sided part of the rivet into one of the holes, which will go through two layers of cardboard, then place the smaller, bumpy-sided part in the other side and press the two sides together. It's possible to pop the rivets along with just your hands, but there are some simple tools to make the process easier, such as a quarter, a spoon or the head of a key.
Follow the photos above to look at the rest of the folding process. The tapered, triangular points are folded over the rectangular flaps to keep them in place. Note that when you're sitting in rivets, they'll always go through at least two pieces of cardboard, and often three. After all, it's the point of the rivets to keep the box's shape. The flipper and page capture makes the animation on the cards clearer, and
goes into that little dip on one of the narrow flaps we folded earlier. One has two bumps on the back, the other has two holes. It's theoretically possible to attach these two pieces with your hands, if you have really strong hands. If you have problems, you can use plony. If you have little kids around who like to put things in their mouths, the page capture is a potential choking hazard should pop off it. As it
turns out, it makes things work a little better but isn't strictly necessary (flipper yes; page catch, no), so you can leave it out if you like, or you can add a few drops of super glue to help solidify it. Expose one side of the double sided tape square and attach it to the smooth back of the flipper (see photos). Then you can remove the other side and slide it under that narrow flap with the dip. Try to avoid
contacting the sticky side until it's all the way in place. Tape has this tendency to stick to things, and it will stick sooner than you want it if you don't have carefully. Strain on the narrow flap to keep it good. First, take the two H sections, keep them with the long legs point together, turn one of them 90 degrees and then you can slide the slots together until they have the length of a single piece. The spindle
discs are attached on either side, with feet going into the rectangular holes. All the feet of the H sections have to go in, but only two of them will snap all the way through. Make sure the a disk has the flat side on the inside, and make sure the other disk has the narrow pivot inside (each side has a size). It is easiest to secure these parts by standing the H sections on the table and gently rocking the disc over
the rectangles until they are in place. You'll see that the nail slices have plenty of holes in them. When you insert the cards, it's important for each to be placed with both points in the hole exactly about it. A little trick to make it easier is to make points at par with the disk, using a silver sharp or similar marking tool. If you follow the edges of the H sections, you can make a mark over the hole that is directly at
the end of either side. This will give you a nice, easily visible reference guide. Finally, add the axle pin into the small witch hole at the back of the crank wheel. Putting the aspen on the table and pressing the crutch wheel makes it easier to get it all the way in. Now it's time to insert the jump. Grab the bushes, pantry and crankwheel. Place the bushes of the inside of the box in the large holes on both sides.
We use it to make it easier for ash and turn around because there is less friction against the smooth plastic than the rough cardboard. Place the box with the flipper on, and add the large ale end of the menu into that hole. The other side of the menu lines up with the other bushhole. This part is challenging, so make things easier on yourself and use a lot of light. To get the hub in line in the right place, look
through the hole from the outside and move the hub until you can see the tiny hectic hole. Then, to keep it in place, add the ash pin from the outside and squeeze it into the he side hole at the end of the hub. Check the photos in this step to get a better idea of the process. Now it's time to punch out the flip charts. It's made with a nice, heavy paper, so they're pretty solid. You'll see that there are small little
tabs or sprockets on either side. These parts are still a bit delicate and you definitely don't want to tear them up. It's absolutely possible to punch out these cards manually, but there are some tools that can help keep them yourself up. One option is to use a key. Rest the business end of the key on a tab and push off until it appears, do the same to the other tab, and then punch the rest of the card with your
fingers. Another great tool is a popsicle stick. Use the thin side to support the tab as you jump it out. Each card is numbered above right, so pop out all 24 cards and put it in order. Now it's time to put the cards in the pantry. Remember those little points we made on the spinning discs? That's where they come into play. Make sure the flipper is at the top and the crutch wheel on the right. Take the first card
and add the tab to one end in one of the highlighted holes. You have to bend the card a little to get the tab versus the marked hole right across from it. Once in turn it off and grab card number two. Two. the tabs for this one in the holes immediately above the ones you just used, and also turn them off. Proceed with each sequential map. Be careful not to skip any holes, or you will have to go back. And this
is our FlipBooKit, assemble! Turn the crutch wheel counter clockwise, as shown by the arrows on the wheel, and marvel at the animation. You need to know that the box is pretty sturdy, so when a kid turns it wildly fast (which they will), the worst damage you're likely to encounter is for some cards to slip out, which is easily fixable. One of the best things about the FlipBooKit Craft fits the empty box. You can
add it color, stickers, glue on items, whatever your thoughts come with. We like to hear about your experiences it makes, so stop through the website, Instagram and Facebook pages to share photos and stories, and see what others do with their FlipBooKits! Keep an eye out for additional tutorials on how to make your own animations for the FlipBooKit, and how to cast a FlipBooKit party. Thanks for
reading, and having fun! Fun!
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